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From stolen glances to gentle kisses and getting loose on the d-floor, I'll be there to photograph the
moments that'll diminish in seconds. You'll forget my camera is even present as you indulge in the
moment with your person throughout the day that represents YOU.

Whether you want me to sneaking you out for some sunset photos or be right up the front,
rounding everyone up for group photos, I'll be the calming presence you need on the day. Either
way, I'll be behind the lenses, not missing a beat.

Hand on heart, every ounce of my energy will go towards creating a gorgeous collection of images
to forever relive your day. When you look through the photos, you'll feel the raw emotion that was
shared between you, your person, and your people on the day you'll never forget.

I am SO excited you've had the opportunity to connect with myself and my
work, and congratulations again for taking this next step with YOUR
PERSON!! I cannot wait to celebrate your future endeavors and support
you in this next chapter.
A day full of raw emotion and pure joy awaits, and I'd absolutely love to be
not only the one capturing those moments, but someone you can consider
more than another vendor.

As a wedding photographer and future dear friend, I adore capturing the
authentic, candid connection between two souls and your dear loved ones.
Even on my polaroid ;)

CONGRATS  FRIENDS!

WHY I CAN'T WAIT TO DOCUMENT YOUR DAY
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"I don't have enough words to describe our experience with Natalie. She was truly so
helpful throughout the whole process. Ample communication, a meeting early to get to
know each other, and the best photo hype woman you could ever ask for. She creates

real art and has amazing talent when it comes to both personality and the genuine joy
she exudes. She gets the photos edited to perfection and back to you so quickly. I now

feel like I have a friend in Natalie!"
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HI, I'M NATALIE
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A creative soul, a recent bride herself, with a
heart for heavenly love.

From the day I was exposed to the wedding
industry, I've feel in love with the authentic

connection shared between two people
becoming one. I believe, at the end of the
day, these true moments, even the smallest

ones, are what mean the most. Weddings are
filled with these tiny snapshots and the fact

that I get to capture them, stop time and
hand them onto you means more than you

may ever know.

Your vision is my dream. Let's bring them to
life so your dream photos land on the walls

of your home.

Abbye + Wesley

KIND WORDS



Check out what I offer YOU

OUR JOURNEY

AWAITS



for my joyous + gentle friends

WEDDINGS 



10-HOUR PACKAGE
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8-HOUR PACKAGE

$3, 400
$3, 800

MOST POPULAR

8 Hours Coverage

2nd Shooter
  capturing moments from a different perspective

800+ professionally edited photos
   high resolution for print + low resolution for social media

Wedding planning guidance
   helping create a custom timeline, shot list, and more

Online gallery
with print release + sneak peaks

Polaroids from wedding day
take them home the night of to look back on

Sneak peaks within 24-48 hours of your day
 moments + BTS to hold onto before the final delivery

Engagement session
2 locations, 2-3 outfits + CHAMPAGNE POP

from dancing in your PJs to the big exit 10 Hours Coverage

2nd Shooter
 capturing moments from a different perspective

1000+ professionally edited photos
 high resolution for print + low resolution for social media

Wedding planning guidance
 helping create a custom timeline, shot list, and much more

Online gallery
with print release + sneak peaks

Polaroids from wedding day
take them home the night of to look back on

from the details and dancing in your PJs to the big exit

Multiple Consultations + Questionnaires
gather all the fun details

Engagement session
2 locations, 2-3 outfits + CHAMPAGNE POP

Multiple Consultations + Questionnaires
  gather all the fun details

Sneak peaks within 24-48 hours of your day
 moments + BTS to hold onto before the final delivery

for locals in the Southeast

for locals in the Southeast

$1,600

4-6 Hours Coverage

1 Photographer
  to make your celebration the most intimate it can be

350+ professionally edited photos
   high resolution for print + low resolution for social media

Wedding planning guidance
   helping create a custom timeline, shot list, and much more

Online gallery
with print release + sneak peaks within 24 hours

Polaroids from wedding day
take them home the night of to look back on

Sneak peaks within 24-48 hours of your day
 moments + BTS to hold onto before the final delivery

Multiple Consultations + Questionnaires
to gather all the fun details

to capture the most raw parts of your day; can add-on hours

ADD ON: Engagement Session (+$350)
let’s get to know each other beforehand

SMALL WEDDINGS
50 guests or LESS



TRAVEL TO THESE PLACES ON MY

BUCKET LIST & ALL YOU NEED TO

DO IS COVER MY TRAVEL FEES :)
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DESTINATION WEDDINGS

Starting at $4000

Italy
Greece
Cancun

Dominican Republic

For my joyous, adventurous couples who want to travel
to the most gorgeous parts of the WORLD! I'm here to
roam the beaches, forests, and mountains to not only
capture your photos for your save-the-dates, but the

most incredible day of your lives. With this package, I'll
guarantee you the most incredible photos as I

touchdown several days before you say "I do." Here's to
catching the next plane together!

Wedding or Elopement Day Coverage

Rehearsal Dinner Coverage
if applicable; can be exchanged for another session

800-1000+ professionally edited photos
   high resolution for print + low resolution for social media

Wedding planning guidance
   helping create a custom timeline, shot list, and much more

Online gallery
with print release + sneak peaks

Polaroids from wedding day
take them home the night of to look back on

Sneak peaks within 24-48 hours of your day
 moments + BTS to hold onto before the final delivery

Travel guidance
assistance in planning your travels outside the country

   travel INCLUDED so you don't have to book a thing

Multiple Consultations + Questionnaires
gather all the fun details

for those venturing outside the U.S.

Hawaii
Turks & Caicos

St.Lucia
The Bahamas

LET’S FILL OUR PASSPORT TOGETHER



To travel the world and capture love is one of the most amazing parts
of my job - I still pinch myself whenever I get the opportunity.

If the thought of an overseas wedding or elopement has crossed your
mind, I am here to help you make that happen. Have a peep at the
countries and places I've had the honor of experiencing; maybe I've
already been where you’re planning to say “I do.” Either way, reach
out with your destination wedding plans, and we can work out the
finer details.
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MY TRAVEL EXPERIENCE

Places I ’ve Experienced

Italy

Greece

France

England

Germany

Austria

Belgium

Dominican Republic

The Bahamas

Aruba

Utah

Colorado

Florida

North Carolina
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the world is l imitless -  grab your
passports with an experienced traveler



As much as I'd love to clone myself and be in two spots at once, it's a lot easier to get
extra coverage with a 2nd shooter! Which is why I include it in all of my wedding

packages. Just for YOU.
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THE PERFECT SOLUTION TO COVER
MULTIPLE LOCATIONS OR BIG

WEDDINGS.
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Benefits of a 2nd shooter:

Basically, the second shooter will act as my wingman/
wing woman, doubling the coverage of your wedding. 

We'll team up to ensure that everything is captured,
from start to finish, locations far apart. Lastly, having a
second shooter will ensure photos are taken of the
ceremony and reception styling, undisturbed by guests.

- You have a large guest list and want to make sure we
get shots of everyone that's there on the day 

- You and your partner are getting ready at the same
time, and the locations are far apart

- You want photos of the ceremony and reception
styling prior to the arrival of your guests

INCLUDED IN WEDDING PACKAGES



PACKAGE INCLUDES:
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+ 90 minute Shoot
In 2 locations of your choice

+ 100+ professionally edited photos
high resolution for print + low resolution for social media

2-3 Outfits + Location Guidance 
To help you create your dream images

+ Online gallery + Print release
Spread the love with friends and family

INCLUDED IN WEDDING PACKAGES
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ENGAGEMENTENGAGEMENT

SHOOTSHOOT

AUTHENTICALLY CAPTURINGAUTHENTICALLY CAPTURING  
YOUR HEAVENLY LOVE

allllll the gentle + goofy moments

How many professionally taken photos do you and your partner have,
ones that you really love and can fill your home with?

An engagement shoot is a chance for us to capture some really
beautiful, candid photos of you and your partner in a relaxed
environment. Just the two of you, being you.

Plus, if you're a little camera-shy, it's the perfect opportunity for you
to practice being comfortable in front of the camera + we'll have a
FUNNNN time doing it.

Either way, I promise that we'll create some dreamy, authentic
moments while becoming dear friends.



""Natalie was AMAZING for our small elopement! She made us
feel just as important and special as a big wedding. Her ability
to capture genuine moments and emotion is incredible. And we
are SO in love with our entire gallery! I would absolutely
recommend her for any type of wedding!"
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"NATALIE, OH MY GOODNESS!!!!"

Jessi + Tanner
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to enhance your ultimate experience

ADD-ON 

PACKAGES
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ADD-ON PACKAGES

ASPECTS TO ENHANCE YOUR CUSTOMIZED EXPERIENCE

ADDITIONAL HOURS REHEARSAL DINNERFILM PHOTOGRAPHY

Add on another hour to ensure the tears
that are shed in the getting-ready rooms
or your dream sparkler exit ends up in
your customized photo album.

Couples who want intimate, welcoming
photos from their entire week-end ADORE
this add-on package. Included is time for
couple portraits, speeches, and moments
from the dinner.

New to my add-on packages + my most
frequently asked for! Capturing your
wedding day through the lens of a 35mm
film camera! Included is 3 rolls of film and
each roll has 36 exposures on it.

$250 $300$250
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1 32

per additional hour



Handmade from the highest quality materials and fully customisable to your
liking, I'll craft and bind your favourite photos into a fine art wedding
album. We'll work together to weave a story and create an album design that
you're absolutely in love with.

Simply select your must-have wedding images and I'll get the ball rolling. If
you're not sure where to start or simply can't decide, I'll be more than happy
to help you pull it all together through a phone or Zoom call!

You'll get up to 3 revisions to note any changes you'd like with my design,
and we won't send it off to print until you're 100% happy with the layout.
You'll be flicking through this album for years down the track, reliving your
special day all over again, so let's make sure it's perfect!

10 X 10" FINE ART ALBUM
A beautifully customised, handmade wedding album

$1000

8 X 8" MINI ALBUM

A smaller replica of your album - the perfect gift to
thank your parents

$500
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- Additional spreads available at +$50 each 
- Select a maximum of 45 spreads in total 
- Spreads must match your full-sized album

+ 30 spreads included

- Additional spreads
available at +$80 each 
- Select a maximum of 45
spreads in total

+ Choose between a linen,
leather or photo cover

+ Select the colour and
embossing of your choice

+ 30 spreads included

4 | ALBUMS A CUSTOMIZED ADD-ON TO PHYSICALLY HOLD ONTO FOREVER



Let's Meet

A free consultation for you to get a
feel for what it'll be like working
together. We'll chat about your
vision and how I can provide you
with an all-inclusive experience.
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Lock it in

Yay! We'll finalize your retainer
and sign the dotted lines to secure
your booking. Afterward, we'll
secure your first consultation and
complimentary engagement session.

Nail the Details

We'll keep in touch throughout your
wedding planning, as I'll provide
questionnaires to organize the
details and guides for you. I'm
always just a text or email away!

The Wedding

Sneak Peak

Let's relive your big day all over
again! I know you can't wait, so I'll
send you 100+ sneak peaks 24-48

hours after your wedding.

You've got Mail

4-6 weeks later... Grab some wine
and get cosy because here's the final
unveiling. Hop online to view your
FULL GALLERY AHHH, and you'll

be able to share with family +
friends.

A Dear Friend

After our time together, it doesn't
end there. I am always here to pray

and support you in your next
chapter, as I offer 20% off any

session as a thank you.
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I'll show up, ready to indulge in all your
heavenly love - without missing a beat. I
will be on all day watching out for every
special moment so that you can simply

enjoy the day!
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You bet I do! Nothing excited me more than the opportunity to shoot a
destination wedding or elopement.

If you're thinking of taking your celebrations overseas, please send over
an inquiry so we can chat about the finer details.

If you and your partner are thinking of skipping the fuss and running off to
do a private ceremony with just the two of you or a handful of your nearest
and dearest, I'd be absolutely honored to document your intimate ceremony.
Please check out my SMALL WEDDINGS package on page 7.

Where are you based?

I'm based in Nashville, Tennessee, but I travel all over the globe to
capture heavenly love.

Do you photograph internationally?

Do you do same-sex weddings?

A million times YESS!!! LGBTQIA+, no matter how you identify and
regardless of how you define your relationship, I'd love to be a part of your
wedding day. Love is love and I'm 100% here for it!

Do you photograph elopements?

How many photos will I receive?
For weddings, you'll receive over 800-1000+ professionally edited photos,
depending on how many hours we shoot and how jam-packed your wedding
day is! Small weddings under 50 guests will range between 400-600.

PRICE AND INFORMATION GUIDE17
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How long will it take to receive our photos?

It will take roughly 4 to 6 weeks for weddings to receive your final wedding
photos. I put a lot of love and care into perfecting each image, which is why
it’ll take me a little bit more time to deliver your final images. If you’d like
your photos sooner, please ask me about a rush fee. With that said, it could
end up in your inbox sooner! It just depends on the season!

This has never happened and will NEVER happen. However, if it did, I have
contacts all over the world that will be able to step in. These are other talented
photographers who will take good care of you. If not, I will send you a full
refund and we'll go from there.

We don't want our photos on social media

This is your wedding and if you are uncomfortable with your photos being
shared on my social media platforms, I will respect that! I always send my
couples a "model release" sub-contract that they can choose to sign, unless they
don't want their photos on social media!

What happens if disaster strikes?
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How will I receive my photos?

Firstly, I’ll send you a handful of sneak peek shots a couple of days after your
wedding or session. 4 to 6 weeks later, you’ll receive a link to your online
gallery so grab some snacks and prepare to relive your wedding day. If you've
chosen to add on film or a customized wedding album, we'll work together so
that ends up in your home as soon as possible.
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Yes, from years of experience in the wedding industry, I have come to work
with some of the top wedding vendors. I have a list of wonderful vendors that
I have worked with + am happy to provide you with that list upon booking.

If you would like specific recommendations, just reach out and I'm sure I will
have some suggestions I can send you.

Do you have a payment plan? A retainer?

For weddings, I require a 33% non-refundable retainer at the time of booking.
The remainder of your payment is due two weeks before your wedding date. If
there are any concerns, just let me know when you send me an email to book!

Life is complicated and the unexpected is to be expected. The retainer is non-
refundable as this helps to protect my business due to turning away all other
bookings for your wedding date. I hope you understand that the retainer is
insurance for my business to stay afloat in the event of a cancellation. If you
need to move your booking, I will allow one move free of charge. Afterward, a
move fee will be applied.

Can I print my photos?

Of course, I'd love for you to print your favorite photos! You have complete
print release so you may print them through what works best for you.

What if I have to cancel or move my booking?

Do you have any vendors you recommend?
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TESTIMONIALS I'VE RECEIVED FROM OTHER COUPLES

"Natalie made the whole photoshoot seamless."

Natalie is so sweet and she made us feel so comfortable on our wedding day. We couldn’t be
happier with her. She makes you laugh throughout your entire time together, provides high
quality photos, gives you sneak peaks SO fast, and truly listens to what you want. We feel so
great about hiring her for our wedding, and she has been so helpful every step of the way. We
absolutely love her and cannot recommend her enough!

Taylor + Will Goodman

"Natalie was a staple for us on wedding day!"

She kept the calm energy, kept us on time, and was the sweetest energy to have around!! She
went through my shot list and made sure to get every special moment that we asked for and
more! She also was SO fast with galleries and we had around 200 sneak peeks to look through
the day after our wedding.. how is that even possible?! My family and friends were so impressed
that we had so many so soon. All in all, she is so genuinely happy to be there on your day and it
shows.

Caitlin + Rodney Otto

LOVE NOTES & KIND WORDS

She was truly so helpful throughout the whole process. Ample communication, a meeting early to
get to know each other, and the best photo hype woman you could ever ask for. She creates real
art and has amazing talent when it comes to both personality and the genuine joy she exudes. She
gets the photos edited to perfection and back to you so quickly. I now feel like I have a friend in
Natalie!

"I don't have enough words to describe our experience with Natalie."

Abbye + Wesley Smith
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Ready to make this official? Woohoo!
Please inquire with your chosen

package and payment plan! A contract
and 33% retainer will be issued to

secure your wedding date. Once that's
locked and loaded, we'll set a date for

our first consultation + your
engagement session! I’ll also provide
some guides for your convenience.

BOOK IN TODAY

Cheers to your love, the adventure
begins

Send me an email and we will organize a catch-up. We can do this in
person or over Zoom. During our catch up, you can ask as many
questions as you'd like and get a feel for what it'll be like working
together.

Let's organize a catch up

There is zero obligation to book during our catch up, so no pressure
whatsoever. I want you to feel 100% comfortable and confident in your
booking once we've hashed out all the details. If you're in, I'm in!

Your happiness is my happiness

Please note that I do book out pretty far in advance, so it's best to get in touch with me sooner
rather than later, to avoid any disappointment.

WANT TO CHAT
FURTHER?

HOW TO BOOK
here's how you can lock me in for your

wedding day



Get in touch Stay in the loop
natalievannoyphoto.com/contact natalievannoyphoto@gmail.com

CONTACT

web: natalievannoyphoto.com

OUR JOURNEY’S JUST STARTING.

Ready to discover the magic
that awaits?

https://natalievannoyphoto.com/contact
https://natalievannoyphoto.com/

